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There is good amount of potential for implementing ANN tool for quality control in 

manufacturing. In any manufacturing process, there are many input parameters, which are 
responsible for introduction of variability in the product. If this exceeds acceptance limits 
specified in the drawing, the component is rejected. However, within acceptance limit 
guided by the dimensions, tolerances, surface finish or other specifications the variability 
exists, governing normal distribution. The objective of proposed work is to study such 
process variables, identify their extent of contribution in product acceptance, Design & 
Develop ANN network model, for such application. Train the network by using training 
sets defined by domain expert. Validate the results and compare the same by using suitable 
statistical tools and analysis of the findings for such typical application. Selection of ma-
chining parameters is an important task for a specific component. A process engineer (do-
main expert) who traditionally perform this task manually applies the knowledge that he 
acquired by learning the mapping between input patterns, consisting of feature being ma-
chined (Such as hole, external step) and attributes like (size, tolerance, surface finish etc.) 
of the part and output pattern, consisting of machining operations to apply to these parts.      
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

In recent technology sophisticated process control is coupled with some intellectual 
tools like Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and Fuzzy logic or some logic controllers [1, 
2]. Application of classical method do not always facilitate desired features especially re-
lated to non-linearity, non-stationary or associated time delay and also higher level of com-
plexity. For handling the problem, intellectual approach in the basis of application of ANN 
is applied much often. Such system possesses better flexibility and better adoptability. Lit-
erature review of applications of ANN reveals that, current ANN applications are broadly 
classified into Process Control, Optimization, Modelling, Environmental Monitoring and 
Quality Control. In Quality Control various processes like rolling mill or other manufac-
turing processes [3-7], product fault detection, and fault diagnosis is the major focus of 
implementation.   

However, in majority of product manufacturing processes like turning, milling, shap-
ing, and grinding, it was observed from literature that few researchers have attempted to 
implement ANN for this major segment of manufacturing processes [8-10]. Out of above 
mentioned, turning process constitute as an important contributor in manufacturing process. 
All raw components which might have been derived by casting or by bar stock normally 
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get transformed into semi finish or finish component through turning as an important and 
basic process. Hence the focus of present work was identified as turning as manufacturing 
process.    

An ANN comprises of interconnected preparing units. The overall model of a han-
dling unit comprises of an adding part followed by a yield part. The adding part gets N 
input esteems, loads each worth, and registers a weighted whole. The weighted aggregate 
is known as the initiation esteem. The yield part creates a sign from the initiation esteem. 
The indication of the weight for each information decides if the information is excitatory 
(positive weight) or inhibitory (negative weight). The information sources could be dis-
crete or persistent information esteems, and similarly the yields additionally could be dis-
crete or ceaseless. The information and yield could likewise be deterministic or stochastic 
or fluffy.  

Interconnections: In a fake neural system a few preparing units are interconnected by 
some geography to achieve an assignment. Along these lines, the contributions to a pre-
paring unit may originate from the yields of other Design Development and Analysis of 
Artificial Neural Network for Quality Control Applications in assembling handling units, 
or potentially from outer sources. The yield of every unit might be given to a few units 
including it. The measure of the yield of one unit obtained by another unit relies upon the 
quality of the association between the units, and it is reflected in the weight esteem related 
with the interfacing join. The arrangement of the N initiation estimations of the system 
characterizes the actuation condition of the system right then and there. Similarly, the ar-
rangement of the N yield estimations of the system characterizes the yield condition of the 
system right then and there. Contingent upon the discrete or persistent nature of the initia-
tion and yield esteems, the condition of the system can be depicted by a discrete or constant 
point in an N-dimensional space.  

In activity, every unit of an ANN gets contributions from other associated units as 
well as from an outside source. The enactment esteem decides the real yield from the yield 
work unit, i.e., the yield condition of the unit. The yield esteems and other outside contri-
butions to turn decide the enactment and yield conditions of different units. Initiation ele-
ments decides the enactment estimations of the apparent multitude of units, i.e., the actua-
tion condition of the system as an element of time. The enactment elements additionally 
decide the elements of the yield condition of the system. The arrangement of all actuation 
states characterizes the initiation state space of the system. The arrangement of all yield 
states characterizes the yield state space of the system. Initiation elements decides the di-
rection of the way of the states in the state space of the system. For a given system, char-
acterized by the units and their interconnections with proper loads, the enactment states 
decide the transient memory capacity of the system. For the most part, given an outside 
info, the enactment elements are followed to review an example put away in a system. So, 
to store an example in a system, it is important to change the loads of the associations in 
the arrangement of all loads on all associations in a system structure a weight vector. The 
arrangement of all conceivable weight vectors characterized the weight space. At the point 
when the loads are changing, at that point the synaptic elements of the system decided the 
weight vector as a component of time. Synaptic elements followed to alter the loads to 
store the given examples in the system. The way toward changing the loads is referred to 
as learning. When the learning cycle is finished, the last arrangement of weight esteems 
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compares to the drawn-out memory capacity of the system. The technique steadily re-
freshes every one of the loads, and this is known as a learning law or learning calculation.  

Counterfeit Neural Networks are inexactly displayed after human system in the cere-
brum and tangible territories. The system comprises of huge number of straightforward 
preparing units called neuron, which convey in equal through weighted associations. The 
neurons are portrayed by a condition of enactment, which is an element of the contribution 
to the neuron. Various neural system models have been created. These contrast in the sorts 
of engendering and initiation capacities utilized how units are interconnected, and how 
learning is actualized. The kind of worldview utilized relies upon the qualities of the un-
dertaking to be performed. A significant qualification among the systems is whether the 
framework will be utilized for review, expectation or arrangement. The recognition engi-
neering [11-15], which is appropriate for order task, is utilized in this work.  

In 3-layered discernment design, the layers are composed into a feed forward frame-
work, with each layer having full interconnection to the following layer, however no asso-
ciations inside a layer, no input associations with the past layer. The primary layer is the 
information layer. The subsequent layer is alluded to as a shrouded layer, and the last layer 
is the yield layer [16-18].  

The initiations of the yield layer neurons structure the systems reaction design. A 
covered up or yield neuron using a limit work is either altogether deactivated or actuated, 
contingent upon the condition of its data sources. Every neuron is fit for choosing which 
of two distinct classes its present info has a place with, might be regarded as shaping a 
choice hyper plane through the n-dimensional information space. The direction of this hy-
per plane relies upon the estimation of the association loads to the unit/neuron. Conse-
quently, every neuron partitions the info space into two districts.  

The initiation elements, including the update, is significantly more unpredictable in 
an organic neural system than the basic models referenced previously. ANN is helpful 
when the handling units are sorted out in appropriate way to achieve a given assignment. 
The plan of preparing units, associations and information, yield is referred to as geography. 
ANN is regularly sorted out into layers of handling units. Associations can be made either 
from the units of one layer to units of another layer. They are called as interlayer associa-
tions. Associations can be set among the units inside the layer, which are called as inter-
layer associations. Further the associations over the layers and among the units inside a 
layer can be sorted out in a feed forward way or in input way. In input arrange a similar 
handling unit might be visited more than once. Setting geography is significant essential 
action in ANN based issue solving.  

2. THEORETICAL RSSI MODEL 

This section presents the review of different techniques of Artificial Intelligence 
Methods for Manufacturing Industries Quality Control. In [19], author breaks down the 
different variables significant for complete quality administration execution in different 
assembly processes and to evaluate their pertinence for Indian assembling associations. 
For improving efficiency and quality in any association, the key strategies depend on quan-
titative information. 

In [20], authors examine the plan of exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) 
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control graphs checking scatter and trend of data. The utilization of control graphs to screen 
an item quality trademark requires the determination of their structure boundaries. To 
choose practical plan boundaries, the requirements identified with the examination assets 
accessible at the workstation, its design and the cycle working boundaries ought to be con-
sidered.  

In [21], authors present the utilization of a technique for the quality control of treated 
steel tubes created for car fumes frameworks from a main steel part, using the Delphi strat-
egy. Measurable techniques were utilized to screen measure consistence and limit.  

In [22], author refers to various statistical process control (SPC) techniques to screen 
a manufacturing processes in an effective and convenient style. In [23], author proposed a 
model of joint deciding originations of monetary structure for control diagram and quality 
issues. In [24], author examined the utilization of control charts to improve the profitability 
and quality in the industry.  

In [25], Authors endeavor to give commonsense experiences to issues identified with 
the enhancement of statistical quality control (SQC) frameworks with AI (ML). It investi-
gates ML strategies that have just expanded the major SQC techniques, remarks on their 
focal points and inconveniences and distinguishes regions of progress that could portray 
future work headings.  

In [26], author reveals the utilization of control diagrams as a compelling instrument 
utilized for decreasing cycle fluctuation by early recognition of the assignable causes.  

In [27], author audits the ramifications of applying Six Sigma technique over the 
SMEs, taking specific instance of a bike chain producing unit. In [28], author shows the 
utilization of man-made reasoning strategies in quality control and improvement. The pa-
per presents an efficient methodology for the plan of fluffy control diagrams of tip shear 
rugs.  

In [29], author concurs that an x-bar outline is a measurable gadget utilized for the 
examination and control of a cycle. Control diagrams dependent on the three sigma limits 
were delivered and have been utilized adequately for quite a while.  

In [30] author presents a technique that uses residuals from symphonious relapse over 
long stretches of land saturation information related to measurable quality control outlines, 
to flag unobtrusive aggravations in vegetative spread.  

In [31], author revealed new quality control outlines for the mean are viewed as uti-
lizing powerful set inspecting (RERSS) strategy. The new outlines are contrasted and the 
traditional control graphs utilizing basic arbitrary testing (SRS) and positioned set exam-
ining techniques (RSS). It is discovered that the RERSS outlines perform better than all 
different diagrams dependent on SRS and RSS strategies regarding their average run length 
(ARL).  

In [32], authors included the use of total quality management (TQM) tools with con-
trol charts.  

In [33] Authors search of the ideal financial plan of the Bayesian versatile control 
diagrams for limited creation runs can be a long and dull strategy because of the inherent 
structure of the advancement issue to find the best choice at each inspecting age during the 
creation skyline of the cycle.  

In [34], author built up a way to control the plan cycle in designing association that 
produces building expectations for development ventures. The proposed control is to con-
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vey development bundles on schedule and inside spending plan while controlling effi-
ciency of architects and care staff associated with the structure cycle.  

3. DESIGN OF THE RGL SCHEME 

Present point talks about criticalness of symmetrical cluster as a significant method-
ology in setting up structure of experimentation in research. Likewise, idea of symmetry, 
highlights of symmetrical exhibit alongside choice rules dependent on number of compo-
nents in experimentation is expounded. Symmetrical Orthogonal Arrays (OA) are unique 
test plans that require just few trial preliminaries to help find primary factor impacts. OA 
are “fragmentary factorial structures” and even subsets of all mixes obtained from full 
factorial plans.  

Lattice tests are a lot of factual examinations wherein the specialist subject distinctive 
factor settings to difference on an analysis to J analyze premise which all the investigations 
are finished. Sometimes factor impacts are added substance, direct and distinct. In such 
cases, uncommon grid tests known as “OA plans” permit to consider primary factor im-
pacts of a few structure boundaries immediately and productivity.  

Examination guided by OA may not utilize all sections, however it must utilize each 
line of the cluster. The no. of columns in an OA decides the no. of analyses to be run in an 
examination. Development of OA is guided by no. of variables in experimentation. Rules 
for choice of standard OA is as per the following  When all test factors have just 2 levels,  

 
Table 3.1 Factor based chart for OA. 

No. of factors OAs to be utilized
2-3 L4

4-7 L8

8-11 L12

12-15 L16

 
When all experimental factors have only 3 levels, 

 
Table 3.2 Factor based chart for OA.  

No. of factors OAs to be utilized
2-4 L9

5-7 L27

 
For current experimentation 4 elements are considered as referenced before in partic-

ular speed, feed, profundity of cut and apparatus material. OA is relevant. For above pa-
rameterized specific levels are ttmt HM.  

Development of OA is with the end goal that the vertical segments of these exhibits 
get an extraordinary combinatorial property, in any pair of segments in an OA, all blends 
of medicines of the two variables relegated to this pair happen and they do as such as 
equivalent no. of times. Table referenced above for example, the two sections doled out to 
factors Q and R together contain every one of the mixes conceivable between medicines 
{Qi, Q2, Q3} and {RI, R2, R3}. It is noticed that any treatment pair happen once among 
Q and R segments. This property is known as the adjusting property licenses utilization of 
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straightforward number juggling to discover impact of the trial factors (P, Q, R, and so 
forth) on the reaction under examination.  

Obviously only one out of every odd arbitral made up treatments can have above pro- 
perties and subsequently be symmetrical. The name ‘symmetry’ infers that the sections in 
the way fulfill a unique numerical condition.  

Assume Yi is weighted aggregate of nine exploratory perceptions X2, X3, …, X9 as: 
 
Yi = Wi1X1+Wi2X2 + Wi3X3+ … + Wi9X9. 
 
With the end goal that the weight factors {Wij} fulfill the condition:  
 
Wn + Wi2 + Wi3 + … + Wi9 = 0.  
 
Y1 and Y2 symmetrical if the internal result of the vectors relating to loads WJ and 

WJ is zero. Consequently, Yi and Y2 are symmetrical if,  
 
WnW21 + Wi2W22 + Wi3W23 + … + W19W29 = 0. 
 
An exploratory structure plan of measurable analyses that utilizes OA’s involves fol-

lowing highlights. It guarantees if the blunders in each test are autonomous and have zero 
mean and equivalent difference, at that point the assessed factor impacts are commonly 
uncorrelated. This improves the estimation of the model to foresee the reaction for treat-
ment blends not legitimately watched tentatively, one gets these advantages if all the ex-
aminations are completed utilizing OA.  

OA drives a fundamental impact structure. Utilization of an OA powers the examiner 
to accept that the reaction one watches can be approximated by an added substance work, 
separate into the impacts of the individual (fundamental) control factors under study [31]. 
The segments of the OAs are pair-wise symmetrical. In each pair of sections all mixes of 
the degrees of every (autonomous) factor under examination happen and they do so rise to 
no. of times. Principle impact appraisals everything being equal and their related total of 
squares are autonomous under suspicion of ordinariness and balance of perception fluctu-
ation. When OA direct the examinations, one figures primary factor impacts without any 
problem. These processed impacts might be utilized to anticipate the reaction of any blend 
of factor medicines, on the grounds, that these impacts are distinguishable and added sub-
stance. Components which are contemplated might be discrete or constant. For ceaseless 
components it is conceivable to separate the primary impacts of three level variables into 
straight and quadratic terms. A none straight impact may some of the time be helpful in 
tweaking and improving the underlying structure. In an underlying stage, one may restrict 
examinations to the investigation of primary impacts. Later it is conceivable to run bigger 
symmetrically structured tests to consider cooperation impacts likewise, if vital. 

 
3.1 Problem Definition  

 
After reviewing recent literature for execution of A.N.N. to different applications, it 

was determined that, there is an extraordinary potential to execute A.N.N. with picture 
handling applications, for quality control in assembling cycles. In any assembling cycle, 
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there are many information boundaries, which add to the type of inconstancy in the item. 
To perform complete experimentation, issue detailing depends on the yield created by turn-
ing activities. Traditional methods of analysis produce a piece of unpleasant and semi com-
plete results and does not accommodate advanced machines like CNC or VMC. 

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

This section presents the experimental evaluation of proposed model. Standard Devi-
ation and Process Capability are used as basis of process evaluation. Normal distribution 
curves are platted to understand the distribution of process. 

Standard Deviation (S.D.) is defined as the sum of root square means of differences 
between the observations and mean, divided by the number of observations. The Cp index 
is the measure of Capability. Cp index the process span in comparison to the length of 
specifications.   
 

 
Fig. 1. Histogram of LJ Specimen-Set No. 1.    Fig. 2. Histogram of LJ Specimen-Set No. 2. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Histogram of L16 Specimen-Set No. 1. Fig. 4. Histogram of L16 and L25 Specimen-Set No. 2.
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OA explores the design parameter (DP) noise interaction by performing the following: 
 

(1) Feed parameter exhibit (S/N) ratio with least variation in all levels. Hence it is less 
sensitive and noise inducing. 

(2) Priority wise significant parameters are speed, feed and depth of cut, which can be ob-
served from (S/N) ratio. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

In the present research work, firstly importance of turning process in the manufactur-
ing process was elaborated. Secondly an ANN based process model was devised and im-
plemented. The applicability of the elaborated technique was illustrated to suit the process 
requirement through results of experimentation. Research objective was accomplished 
with the use of A.N.N. structure and diameter of the specimen component was estimated. 
Also study and effect of individual parameters that are contributing to the manufacturing 
process namely speed, feed, depth of cut and tool material was studied. Further analysis, 
was carried out by carrying out experimentation based on L9, L16 and L25 Orthogonal 
arrays. Technological advances enable to collect far more information than one can possi-
bly analyze, while time to accomplish goals seems to be vanishing in this fast-paced world. 
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